
Wireless headphones REDMI-Buds 4 Lite White

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity

Suggested retail price: 29.99 € s DPH

Description

Redmi headphones. Wireless headphones in white design are stylish and trendy. They offer you complete freedom
of movement and allow you to immerse yourself in your favorite melody or game in excellent sound quality. You
can easily connect them to your mobile device or laptop using Bluetooth 5.3. The wireless transmission of sounds
takes place without delay, there is no distortion of the sound or reduction of the listening experience. You can also
use the headphones while playing mobile games. Then you will definitely appreciate the low latency mode , which
ensures lightning-fast reactions and perfect synchronization of image and sound. After the first pairing, the
headphones will connect to the device automatically.

The earphones have a battery that provides up to 5 hours of operation. In combination with the charging case, the
Redmi headphones last up to 20 hours. Bluetooth headphones are durable thanks to IP54 protection. An integrated
microphone is also an advantage, thanks to which you can receive calls and make hands-free calls. Then you will
also appreciate the noise suppression function. Their ergonomic shape fits exactly in the ears. Wireless headphones
are also resistant to dust, drops of water or sweat. They are therefore also suitable for sports.

Redmi headphones have 12 mm large dynamic speakers that guarantee clear sound and every detail. They are
operated intuitively by touch and click. A double click is used to start or pause music and answer a call. Triple tap to
skip to the next song and end the call. A simultaneous long press on the touchpad of both earphones activates or
deactivates the low latency mode. Their light weight is also an advantage, so you hardly feel them in your ears.
They are a suitable companion for work, on the bus or while running or cycling.

Product details:

wireless headphones
charging case
easy pairing with a phone or laptop using Bluetooth 5.3
automatic connection to the mobile after the first pairing
ergonomic design
durable thanks to IP54 protection
they remain fully functional even after contact with drops of water or sweat
strong sound
low latency mode
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touch control
integrated microphone for hands-free calling
noise reduction mode
operating time: 5h
operating time with charging case: 20h
low weight
also suitable for sports
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